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Cholon Kim

A Tin흉 R is called a Hilbert ring if every prime ideal of 
R is a교 intersection of primitive ideals. When R is com
mutative, Gilmer l3j shows that equivalent conditions for 
RL{^i}i£i2 to be a Hilbert ring. But the weakness of his 
results is including commutativity.

In this pape호, we shall discuss Hilbert semigroup ring 
with no끄commutative coefficients rings. Actually, when S 
is a cancellative monoid and the coefficient ring R is a PI 
ring, the condition that the semigroup ring to be
Hilbert will be observed. All monoid considered are assumed 
to be commutative.

We begin the following.

Lemma 1. Let R bea PI ring and P be an ideal of R・ 
Then P is a primitive ideal if and only if P is a maximal 
ideal.

Proof. Suppose P is a maximal ideal of R. Then the 
factor ring R/P is a simple ring. So it is primitive and
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therefore P is a primitive ideal.

Conversely, if P is a primitive ideal of R, then R/P is 
a primitive ring. Since R is PI9 R/P is PL Thus the 
factor ring R/P is a primitive PI ring and so it is simple 
by Kaplansky's Theorem [4].

We denote the center and the classical quotient 호ing of 
R by Z(R) and Q(R), respectively.

Lemma 2. Let R be a. prime PI ring and Q(R) 바!。 

classical quotient ring of R・ Then Q(」R) =氏站广叮 for some 
0^ a in Z(R) if and only if = 0 for some maximal A 
of R* 丄

Proof. Suppose = with 0 球 qWZ(」R). Then
the map a- from 氏匚z] to _RR厂叮 induced from the map sen
ding x to a~l is a ring epimorphism. Now since @(R)= 

叮 is simple Artinian, A = ker cr is a maximal ideal of 
瓦知. In this case _三 •아= and AC\R~0 
si효ce the map sending r to r+-A is one to one.

Conversely, assume that for some maximal ideal
A of R亞丄 Let u=^x + A in the ring Rix'}/A. Then since 
A「)R=0, R RLuJ and RLuJ — R[_x2/A is simple Artinian. 
So Q(R)[zz] = R[彼]= Q(_R[z")・ If u = 0, then R=R[硏 is 
simple Artinian and so we are done. Hence we may assume 
that "NO. Since u is a central element of the simple 
Artinian ring R[u]9 u is in the center of But note
that 난2 center of a simple Artinian ring is a field. So u 
is invertible in R[_u], Actually zLuZ(・R[z") = Z(Q(R)[切).

say

u~1 = a^+(X^u t--- 卜 aaun 
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with。如角，…，acQ(R) and otn 7^ 0. But since Q(R) is 
simple, Q(R) o&Q(R) = Q(R) and so there exist q、q、…，qs 
and gj, q2\ …,q/ in Q(R) such that

£ g,a血'=1.
1 = 1

Thus E g,(a次거---卜保一l)g/ = 0. Therefore /304-i=i
--- 卜6成任 + 必*'  = 0 with some BuQ(R)・ Now let k be 

Ehe least positive integer such that

必+/3fe-i""7—

with BiWQ(R), i~0,1, •••, ^ — 1. In 난lis case our claim is 
that SoJ九…are in zhe center ^(5(5)) ot_Q(Rjs Nnw 
for kWQ(R), we have

0—+ 6 亙」"t 4-----卜 61强 + So)

- (必 + B으」"r n-----r 际，+ 6o) r
=(尸位t一屁一/)契卜】T-- 卜(、質Bl B。、)总+ (用l &『、).

If 笋傀t —班7質手或 then since Q(R) is simple, we have

Q(R)SLf-&fCQ(R)=Q(R).

So 나we exist 妃 Z2j … , 匚 and Z/, l2\ •••, // in Q(R) 도uch 
that

S 九(、丁Be-lBaGR=L 1=1

So we have

0=S n湘卜洛一但一QV必…+玄z,(广位一&/)矿 
i=i i=i

Therefore

Q — Uk ' + *.•  + 力死 + £q 
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with %, 勺, … , ek_r in Q(R). But thit is impossible by 나ie 
choice of k. Hence 邙(工 Similarly r^k,2~Pk-2r 
=0,…，and r^Q~/3Qr=0. Therefore 丁for every 
r^Q(R) and Z = 0,l,…盘一L This means that

泌+ 泌-'T--- 卜 gl" + 6o = O

with 邑UZ(Q(R))3=0,1,…，为一L

Now since F[u] is central in F£u] is a domain.
But since u is algebraic over F, is an algebraic
domain over 바le field F. So 1고[0] is a field. Consider the 
canonical map a from onto Q(」R)[0，

Q(R)Frui(r—hQ(_r)rzzi 

喝® 一斗a.

Then since Q(R) is a central simple 尸-algebra and F[u] 
is also simple F-algebra, Q{R)0fFLu3 is a simple F- 
algebra by Therefore the nonzero map cr has the zero 
kernel. Thus a*  is an isomorphism. So we have Q(R)(&J고[切 

三Q(R)[z". Since P=Z(Q(R)) is the field of fractions of 
Z(R)9 we have

a五讨+仃卜成"1 +…+句必+ % = 0,

with ㈤GZ(R) and ak^Q from the realtion

泌+位_iz广U-----卜61实+ /3。=。，

Obse호ve the ring Since

泌=+ •・・ + (0D%

with 厂叮, we have that Rf0广][明 is a finitely 
generated [a「叮-module by {1, u9 Of course in
the case Q(R) [z" = 氏[까~勺 INL Since dim FE[u] = i,
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。顷三 Q(R)3i is a free Q(K)-module with basis 
{1, •••, uk~1} by the standard tenssor product property.

Now finally let guQ(R). Then guQCR) = R〔Mz厂勺["丄

Then we have

g = a()+ Qi"T-----

with diWR〔Q厂打 JQ(R)・ But since Q(R) Tu] is free over 
Q(R) with basis {1, u9 •- , uk~l}9 we have

0— (tXo一 g) + a 啓 + …+

Hence ao — g = O,(为=・^ =。!卜1 = 0. Thus q =(新 is in
So we have a(R) = &[0「町 completing our tedious proof.

For a PI ring R, an ideal Q of R is called G-ideal if 
Q~M C| R for some maximal ideal M of R[z丄 A ring R is 
called G-ring if 0 is G-ideal. By Lemma 2, we easily have 
the following.

Lemma 3. A prime PI ring R is G-ring if and only if 
Q(R) = R[zz] for some u in Q(Z(R)).

The following may already be well known but for com
pleteness we collect some characterizations of Hilberts rings.

Proposition 4. Let R be PI ring. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent.

(1) is a Hilbert ring.
(2) Every maximal ideal A of RDr  Ad I? is maximal 

ideal of R.
*

(3) Every simple -module is finitely generated 
R-module.

(4) Every G-ideal of R is maximal.
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Proof. (1) implies (2): Suppose R is a. Hilbert ring. 

For a maximal ideal A of RX], 4「成 is a prime ideal of 
R. Now by passing R to R/A R, we may assume that 
AA2?=0 aftd R is a prime P I ring. But since R is Hilbert, 
so its homomorphic image R/AQR is Hilbert. So again 
we may assume that R is a prime PI Hilbert ring. There
fore R is semiprimitive and hence the intersection of 
maximal ideals ,0 M« is zero. Since AQ2i = 0, Q(R)= a

for some 0 W cz in Z(R) by Lemma 2.

Assume Ma 0 for every a. Then since R is prime PL 
Maf]Z(R) 尹 0 for every a by Rowen [5丄 Take 0 孑스 久 in 
沮打Then (一R) = 1汀£2厂1丄 So there is a positive
integer 刀(a) such that ba~1 = caa~nW with c左R. Therefore 
聲6 =[兀£建 is in M^. Since Ma is a maximal ideal and a is 
central, we have a^Ma for every a. For, since anW^Mat 
RanW^M. Thus

RansR = (RaR)…(RaR) J Ma.

??(a)-times

But since Ma is ma妇mal, Ma is prime and so RaR~aR 
JMj Thus a^Ma for every a. Therefore a^C] 一虬=0 is 

a
a contradiction. So Mr —0 for some a. That is, 0 is a 
maximal ideal of R and so R is a simple ring. In other 
words, A「1R is a maximal ideal.

(2) implies (3): Let N be a simple RL幻-module. Then 
there is a maximal right ideal I of such that
N=R[aW・ In this case, we can choose a two-sided ideal 
Iq of which is maximal with respect to 반2 fact that 
Io is sitting inside L Indeed IQ is the right annihilator of
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N in 丑汶丄 So If)is a primitive ideal of」R[知 with N as 
a faithful irreducible _RM"/Z)~module. But since is
a PI ring, IQ is a. maximal ideal by Lemma 1. and obviously 
it is nonzero. Furtheremore RLx^/Iq is simple Artinian and 

is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal which is of 
course a direct summand of the ring R\_x]/IQ. Now by our 
assumption (2), RQIo is a maximal ideal and so we have 

R£x2/Iq--REa：]/Zo5 where R=R/RQIq and Zo —/o/(-^n/o)M. 

But since R is simple, 如五]/L = R[z]/厶 is finitely 
generated as R module. So RLx~\/I^ is finitely generated 
as -R-module which show옹 (3) holds.

(3) implies (5): Assnnre ttrart every moiiule is a 
finitely generated .R-module. For a given prime ideal of R 
by passing to its factor ring, we may assume that R is 
pHme PL In this situation we need to show 난lat the 
intersection of maximal ideals (equivalently, primitive 
ideals) is 0 from the definition of Halbert ring.

Let {Mc} be the set of all maximal ideals of R. Suppose 
qMa 尹 0. Then nMcZ(2?) ^0. Take

Then {史技％ is an m-system with a1 0 for every 爲 

because Z(R) is a commutative domain. Let P be an ideal 
of R with FQ {an}^^Q =© and P is maximal with such pro- 
perty. Then as we already noted, P is a prime ideal of 
R° Of course the exstence of such P is assured by Zorn's 
lemma. Let a be the image of a in the factor ring R~R/PO 
Then a is in the center of R. For a nonzero b in Z(」R), 
5R is a nonzero ideal of R. Now by the definition of P, 
we have 샤UBR for some positive integer k. Hence ak — bc 
with c in R and so ©="t渺uQ(Z(R)) nR=Z(R). So b~l
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= 丄 Therefore _R[&T] = Q(R). So J? is a G-
ring. Thus P is a G-ideal and hence F=々「]R for some 
maximal ideal A of So P is a maximal ideal of R.
Since a P9 we have a^Ma for some a. But this is a 
contradiction since a^Z(R) f] QMa^ So Z(A) A= 
Thus we have DMa = 0. Hence R is a Hilbert ring. a

(2) implies (4) and (4) implies (2): Obvious.

We recall 난lat the pseudoradical of the ring R is the in
tersection of all nonzero prime ideals of R・ Now we are in 
the situation to characterize Hilbert ring that the
coefficient ring R satisfies a polynomial identity.

Theorem 5. Assume that {心} is a set of commuting 
indeterminates of cardinality a over the PI ring R. Demote 
by Za the direct sum of d copiesof the additive group Z 
of integers. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) 一R[X] is not a Hilbert ring-
(2) There exists a prime ideal P of R such that R/P 

admist an (^-generated extension ring that is a G- 
ring but not a simple.

(3) The g호oup ring R[,Za3 is not a Hilbert ring.

Proof. (1) implies (2)： Let R[X] be not a Hilbert ring. 
Then there is G-ideal A of _R[X] that is not maximal. So 
there a maximalideal M of 匸y] such that A = MQ

Since K is a PI ring, R[X]或I is a P7 ringB Of 
V~{x-VA\x^A}, then \ V\<^ a and R[X]/A= (・R/R「M)[V] 
is G-ring because A is G-idedl clealy is prime ideal 
of R. Of P=jRAA, then (&/P)[卩]=7汀is an 
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c^-generated extension ring of R/P because x is the set of 
commuting indeterminates. Since MCiRi.X'] is not maximal, 
it is not simple.

(2) imples (3)： Let D = R/P and let be a-
generated extension of D 난lat i앙 a G-ring but not simple. 
We will show that if T is a subring of =
D{^Za2 containing D[_X]^ then T is not a Hilbert ring. 
Since J is a G-ring^ it has nonzero pseudoradical by gilmer 
[2]. Of J has a zero maximal ideal, then J is simple. 
Thus the pseudoradical of J & contained in the intersection 
of nonzero maximal ideal of J choose a nonzero element b 
in the pseudoradicaL Then, for each z, l-\~baz is invertible 
in J because the pseudoradical of J is in Rad J by Lemma
1. So

Dl{l + bai}9 {(1 + 3况)r}] J J：

The D-homomorphism of =Z)[{zJ] onto Di{l + baz}2 
determined by i---- + and d------- >d forall dUD induces
a D-homomorphism <r of £)[{*},  {皿T} = Z)[Z허] onto

£口1 +如丄{Q + Z心)勺]

and under we have

b(Z)그 Z)[{1 +初為}] =

Now

JLb~n 그 a(T)[^] 0 D[{仞睛, b-^=Dl{at}9

Consequently,
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We claim that cr(T) is not simple. To do this, if 

is simple, then cr(T) is a simple PI ring. Since the quo
tient -ring of simple PI is itself,

Q(b(Z))= ”(b)=JT3기] J J

Hence

J”= =

It means that J is simple and this contradicts the fact 
that J is not simple. Therefore, (r(T), and hence T, 2 
not a Hilbert ring.

Finally, let T= Z)[{e}, {七가N气. Then 
a(T)=DL{l + bai}, {(1 +及江)T}]匚 /

is not simple. Since

Q(b(T))=b(7)或】] 으而ZF = 0J)

by Lemma 3, a(T) is a G-ring. Now if cr(T) is a Hilbert 
ring, then so is its homomorphic image cr(丁)and zero is 
maximal ideal of cr(T). Hence cr(T) is simple. Therefores 
in particular T=Z)[Zrfj? DiZa] is not a Hilbert ring.

(3) implies (I)： By Armendariz, Koo and Park Cl].

An overring S of a ring R with the same identity is 
called a finite centralizing extension of R if there is a finite 
subset {"1严2,…%} of S such 바S—ulR + u2R-\-----
and nlr^rui to all x = 1,2, n and rWR. Schelter [6] 
shows that every finite centralizing extension of a PI ring 
R is an integral extensions. Also he proves that such 
extensions enjoy Lying over, Going up and Incomparablitye 
So for a finite centralizing extension S of A, S is Hilbert 
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if and only if R is Hilbert. By the help of Theorem 5 we 
can investigate monoid rings over PI rings.

Theorem 6. Let R be a PI ring, S be a cancellative 
monoid of torsion-free rank a and G^=SS~l be its quotient 
group. The the following auditions are equivalent:

(1) RM貫 is a Hilbert ring with \x] —ol.
(2) R[G] is a Hilbert ring.
(3) RlS1 is a Hilbert ring.

Proof. For <x we consider two cases*

Case 1. d is infinite.

(1) implies (2): Suppose that is a Hilbert ring.
Let H be the sub group of G generatedby a maximal free 
subset of G = SSt. Then |/| —ce and G/H is a
torsion abelian group. Let (3~rlgi + r2g2-\----- be an
element of R[G] with r^R and g’wG, £ —1, 2, n. Con
sider the subgroup HQ generated by H and gi,g% 
Then HG/H is finite and b is in 丄 Observing that

is a finite centralizing extension of RL^ol
is an intergral extension of R(H[ by SchelterE6]. So b is 
integral over」R[H] and hence R[G] is integral over R[H丄 
In fact, since is free abelian group of rank a,
H — ZC9 By Theorem, 一is a Hilbert ring. By applica
tion of previous mentioned Schelte^s result, is a
Hilbert ring.

(2) implies(3): Suppore that R^S ] is not a Hilbert ringc
Since a is infinite, ]S| = a. Observing that RLS ] is a 
epimorphic image of R*]  by sending 皿f・ Since 瓦G] 
is integral over R[G] is Hilbert ring if and only if
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is Hilbert, By Theorem 5, R[X] is a Hilbert ring 

because R[G] is a Hilbert ring. But this contradicts the 
fact that R[S] is not a Hilbert ring.

(3) implies (1): Let F={fi}l£i bea maximal free subset 
of G. But since G=SS~r we may assume that F is a subset 
of S. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by
Then ofcause, H=Za and is a free submonoid
of S. First our 시aim is 나lat R[S] is integral over RLT I. 
For this argument, let ^=aisi + a2s2-\ 卜＜%公 be an element 
of RTS] with at^R and &US, z = 2, •••, k. Then for each 
s、there is a positive integer nt such that n.s^H and so

So if we denote TQ as the submonoid generated 
by T and ，,处,…,s요, then RLTO1 is a finite centralizing 
extension of RlT2 generated by finite centralizing elements 

---卜秫聞2,…为} over R[TL But 
since 6 is in R二厂扪，/3 is integral over RlTI. In other 
words, every element of R[S] is integral over 2?lTj9 that 
is R[SJis an integral extension of A[TJ.

Now for our proof that (3) implies (1), assume to the 
contrary that contrary that RLxl is not a Hilbert ring. 
Then by Theorem 5, R£Za2 is not a Hilbert ring. By the 
condition (2) in Theorem 5, there is a prime ideal P of 
R such that the ring R/P admits an c^-generated extension 
that is a G-ring but not simple. In this situation any ring 
sitting between (一R/尸)[乙月 and (R/P) [Z厂]can not be 
Hilbert, where ZQa denotes the monoid of nonnegative 
inte/ge호s, Now since

(R/P)[Z°叮匸(」R/F)[ZJ

(R/P)LT3 is not a Hilbert ring and hence is not
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a Hilbert ring. But as we already proved since RLS ] 
integral over -RTS] is not a Hilbert ring, which is
a contradiction So So is Hilbert.

Case 2. ot is finite
As 1표 the proof of (3) impleis (1), still we can verify 

R£Sj is integral over when d is finite. Now since 
T is a free submonoid and \F\ — d9 we have that 
= So we have RiX] is Hilbert if and only if 
R^Tl is Hilbert if and only if is Hilbert. On 바w 

other hand by Theorem 5, R[X ] is Hilbert if and only if 
RLG1 is Hilbert.
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